Professor Wei, Zaixin, 63 years old, a senior engineer at the School of Advanced Technological Studies in Fushun City, Liaoning Province. On February 7, 2002, he went to the home of a fellow practitioner where he was surrounded by guards. Later he was sent to the No.2 Detention Center in Shizilou, Jiangjun District by the Jiangjun Police Station in Fushun City to await his sentence. While Wei was detained there, the police in the detention center instituted criminal immates to inhumanly abuse him.

The pictures of Mr. Wei Zaixin, taken in the hospital, show that he was in a coma at that time. A witness said that his whole body was swollen. Because family members were not allowed to visit him or send him clothes, his body was covered with festering wounds after his long period of detention. He could not stand, sit, or lie down. This elderly gentleman was in pain every minute. He was forced to sleep near the toilet, where prisoners would trample and step all over him. The old man suffered brutal torture and humiliation. The prisoners would often pull down his pants when he was unguarded. His pants were thickly covered with blood and skin. The prison guards would order the prisoners to pull down his pants when they saw that Wei's blood, flesh and skin had dried and stuck to his pants again. They repeated this torture and maliciously humiliated him. Under the instigation of the prison guards, the persecution of Wei by the prisoners escalated steadily. In order to destroy Wei both physically and mentally, the prisoners spared no means to further his suffering. In July, the Police Department sent an order to destroy Wei both physically and mentally, the prisoners spared no guards, the persecution of Wei by the prisoners escalated steadily. In the skin had dried and stuck to his pants again. They repeatedly tortured the practitioner's nose, pry open his or her mouth with a knife, and put a folded tube into the mouth. The practitioner’s mouth would be filled with blood. It is obvious that their purpose was not to feed, but to suffocate the practitioner, since it would be impossible for the food to go into the stomach and would get stuck in the mouth. According to practitioners who were tortured this way, they were suffering so much pain that they wanted to die. Du would wait until the practitioner had no strength to struggle and their heart had almost stopped beating, then firmly pressed and released the practitioner’s chest several times to let the food drop down the throat. Du would repeat this process six or seven times. Because of the lack of oxygen, the practitioner might develop heart failure. Du would ask, "How do you feel? We will continue again tomorrow."

Due to this brutal force feeding torture, one day in the beginning of May 2003, Dr. Ma rolled on the ground with severe pain and died. Her face and body were so distorted that her family members could not recognize her. They only identified her by a scar on her face. The camp refused to let her family bring her body back home and they cremated her instead.

How an Italian Businessman Lost Everything in China

My name is Alfredo Fava and I'm an Italian businessman. In 1995 I set-up the Shanghai Famus, a company that specialised in the production of technical fabrics. In October 2001, I was stopped in Shanghai airport by the Chinese police and later deported to Frankfurt.

I was not permitted to call an Italian consulate, or my company, or my home. The police told me that I was on a black list. I am a practitioner of Falun Gong; this is the reason why they didn't allow me to enter China. I started to practice Falun Gong in 1995 when it was not only completely legal in China but also encouraged by the authorities. The attacks of the European parliament, the Italian Foreign Ministry and our embassy that took effective steps to protect my rights, the Chinese authority later promised that I could come to China whenever I want.

I went back to China again at the end of November 2001, and stayed there for 3 weeks to look after my company. I was under police surveillance – a car followed me constantly during a work trip. Recently I twice applied to the Chinese consulate to renew my Visa but twice I was turned down. The Chinese general consul in Milan, Gao Shuhao, declared that he considers me as a dangerous person, because I have participated in illegal activities of Falun Gong during my stay in China. This accusation is based on an article I wrote about my experience of Falun Gong in China, which was published on the websites Clear Harmony and Clear Wisdom. The events the general consul referred to happened before the ban of Falun Gong in China. This is ridiculous, unacceptable and shows a total lack of legal concepts and respect for rule of law in China. This general consul is well known for declaring in a Chinese language newspaper: "...for some obstinate Falun Gong members, who continue to create disorder (in Milan), we must give them severe punishment."

High Court Judge, a Falun Gong Practitioner, Died in Custody

November 8, 2001 (Falun Dafa Information Center) -- Sources from Jiangxi Province, China, confirm that Falun Gong practitioner Mr. Hu Qingyun, the former department head of the Jiangxi Province High Court, died in the custody of Chinese authorities earlier this year. According to Hu's relatives, the former department head of the Jiangxi Province High Court, Hu had once recovered from leukemia through practicing Falun Gong. However, the disease relapsed when he was sentenced to prison and was not allowed to practice Falun Gong. Hu died on March 22, 2001 in Jiangxi prison hospital. When Falun Gong was banned in July 1999, Hu Qingyun wrote letters to state leaders on several occasions describing how Falun Gong had restored health to his failing body. Because of this, he was arrested twice, in July and October, 1999, respectively.

Torture, Heavy Forced Labor, Deprived of Sleep and Food, Your Lawyer is Suffered to Death

On April 25, 2002, Falun Gong practitioner Mr. Li Jian was tortured to death in Henan Province No. 3 Labor Camp. He was a 34-year-old lawyer. He was kidnapped and illegally sentenced to three years of forced labor because he made truth clarification materials. The authorities arrested him in 2000 and sent him to the No. 3 Labor Camp in Xuchang City, Henan Province in late April 2001. He was tortured on numerous occasions with rope and endured compulsory brainwashing. He was deprived of sleep and forced to do heavy labor, not being allowed to rest until he finished his assigned work.

Tying the Ropes: Heavy Forced Labor

"Hanging up once" means the rope is tied one time. As a severe punishment, the rope is tied twice at the most for criminals who try to escape from detention centers. But the police tie Falun Gong practitioners eight or nine times. The tightening of the rope wrapped around the body causes extreme pain to the skin flesh, sometimes even the loss the consciousness of the nerves.
Teachers who refused to participate in these activities against Falun Gong and refused to give up their Falun Gong practice were dismissed and detained in violation of the Chinese constitution. Students were expelled from school, denied promotion to a higher grade, or prevented from graduating. Under duress, they were sent to “transformation classes,” which are quasi-concentration camps set up by Jiang’s regime. In these “transformation classes,” Falun Gong practitioners are forcibly brainwashed and sent to labor camps and mental hospitals without any due process. According to incomplete statistics, in 2003 alone, at least 435 Falun Gong practitioners from 210 colleges and universities were forced into various “transformation classes,” labor camps, and mental hospitals. Since 1999, in Qinghua University alone, more than 300 faculty members, graduate school students, and undergraduates were unlawfully detained, expelled from their job or school, or directly sent to labor camps. On March, 2004, there are 61 Teachers and students confirmed to have been tortured to death.

Anti-Falun Gong Propaganda Inserted into the Textbooks and the Exams

Through certain departments within the education system, the Ministry headed by Chen compiled anti-Falun Gong propaganda into high school, middle school and elementary school textbooks, threatening students exam scores, advancement to higher grades and their future prospects. The anti-Falun Gong material was also included in various exam papers including college and graduate program entrance exams, compelling students to give in.

By order of the Education Department of Zhejiang Province, all schools in the province were required to “conduct anti-cult education based on middle and elementary school students’ age and psychological characteristics, combining current affairs policy education and legal education and using Falun Gong as a negative example.”

A book titled “Say No to Cults on Campus” was distributed in middle schools and elementary schools in China. The book was edited by Xu Xian and published by Beijing Publishing House, a non-education publisher. It contained no educational content but echoed media hate propaganda on Falun Gong, grossly violating the “People’s Republic of China Compulsory Education Law.”

Graduate School Entrance Exam

Questions and answers to No. 18 and No. 22 of the multiple choices of the political theory test of the 2001 Graduate school entrance exam (It was reported that, for the first time in history, the number of students taking the graduate school entrance exam exceeded half a million in 2001) contained contents that distorted Falun Gong practitioners as aliens who had abnormal, dangerous thoughts and demeanor.

Depriving Rights to Education of Falun Gong Practitioners, Their Family Members and Supporters

Since 1999, regulations such as “Falun Gong practitioners cannot take entrance exams, nor can they be admitted” began to appear in the recruitment and admission guidelines of various schools at all levels. Some even specified that “those who have immediate family members and/or other relatives that are members of Falun Gong are not to be admitted and accepted.” Some guidelines listed attitude towards Falun Gong as part of the criteria for recruiting and admission. For example, the Eastern China Normal University listed in its 2003 Graduate School Admission Guideline the “attitude and understanding of certain important political issues, such as the Falun Gong issue” as a condition for admission. It was evident that even a non-practicing student could lose his/her rights to an education if he or she is sympathetic or supportive of Falun Gong.

Admission guidelines of these schools were all based on the related regulations and notifications from the Ministry of Education. It’s obvious that the decision to deprive the rights to education of Falun Gong practitioners, their family members and supporters came from the Ministry of Education.

The Life of a Young Lecturer Brutally Taken Away

Zhao Xin was a lecturer at Beijing University of Industry and Commerce. On June 19, 2000, she went to the ZiZu Yuan Park to practice. She was stopped and sent to the park’s police station. Later, she was transferred to a detention center supervised by the Hai Dian police. She was beaten; three spinal vertebrae were fractured, leaving her in critical condition. The police sent her to the Hai Dian hospital without notifying her family and employer. When she arrived at the hospital, she was still handcuffed and wearing Shackles. Zhao miraculously survived but was blind in the left eye and paralyzed from the neck down. In the following months, she endured unspeakable pain. She passed away six months later on December 11, 2000.

Expelled From School for Refusing to Sign the Petition

According to Xinseng Net’s report on May 5, 2001, Chengdu University of Chinese Medicine issued a notice to force every student to sign the anti-Falun Gong banner. Those who refused would be expelled from the university.

Inciting Hatred in Schools

At the same time, volumes of Great-Cultural-Revolution-like “Big posters.” banners and propaganda materials appeared on campus, attacking Falun Gong and its founder.

Control and Monitoring of the Information on Campus Internet

On October 9, 2003, the Shaanxi Education Work Committee sent out a notice, requesting “all colleges and universities to earnestly implement the ‘Policy on Accepting Students Recommended to the Fujian Normal University for Exam Exemption’ outlined the political ideology requirements for the admission. Candidates must “support the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party” and “have no involvement with Falun Gong.”

The first article of the “Policy on Accepting Students Recommended to the Fujian Normal University for Exam Exemption” outlined the political ideology requirements for the admission. Candidates must “support the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party” and “have no involvement with Falun Gong.”
My name is Lin Shenli and my nationality is Chinese. I was born in Shanghai on November 16, 1954. I am currently residing in Toronto, Canada. I started to practice Falun Gong in 1996. On July 21, 1999, under Jiang Zemin's insane persecution of Falun Gong, I was kidnapped by the police, who locked me up in a police station for two days. They tortured me at the police station by using a high voltage electric baton, forcing her to write a statement renouncing Falun Gong. As officials realized that her statement wasn't voluntary or sincere, they continued to brainwash and torture her.

At one point, when she lost consciousness, officials revived her and forced her into holding the “flying dove” position for four days and nights in a small isolated cell. Because Li still firmly refused to compromise, the guards were at their wits' end, and sent her back for more hard labor. Her fellow practitioners saw the scars caused by the electric shocks on her chest and neck, and watched her fall into depression. She was beaten whenever she practiced the Falun Gong exercises. When her one-year term in the forced-labor camp expired, the authorities extended it indefinitely because she refused to renounce her belief. She started a hunger strike to resist the persecution and refused to take part in any more slave labor, so she was subjected to more electric shocks. Every morning she was taken somewhere and sent back at night in such poor condition that she stared blankly and talked to nobody. Several days later she suffered a mental breakdown.

The Living Hell of Labor Camps


Forced-labor camps are one of the main tools used in the persecution of Falun Gong. More than 100,000 practitioners are known to have been arbitrarily detained in prisons and labor camps where they face brutal violence, medieval forms of torture, rape, and other horrific methods designed to destroy them mentally and physically. At least 1.36 Falun Gong practitioners have died as a direct result of abuse, mistreatment, and severe torture suffered in labor camps. At least 69 labor camps have directly persecuted Falun Gong practitioners to death.

In June 2001, the “Wanjia tragedy” shocked the world when long-term, brutal persecution at the Wanjia Labor “Re-Education” Camp in Harbin City, Heilongjiang Province, led to the deaths of three Falun Gong practitioners and left twelve other practitioners on the verge of death. In January 2002, another five Falun Gong practitioners were tortured to death at the same camp. In April 2001, Falun Gong practitioner Zheng Wei, a disabled man, died as a result of persecution in the Dalian “Re-Education” Facility in Liaoning Province. In October 2000, eighteen female Falun Gong practitioners were stripped and thrown into the male criminals' cells at the Masanjia Labor Camp in Shenyang City, Liaoning Province.
“I don’t want to lose Mommy...”

Zou Rongfa was born in November 1999. At that time, her father, Zou Songtao, was held in a detention center because he had gone to Beijing to appeal for Falun Gong. Mr. Zou was not released until the end of December 1999. He had been in and out of jail many times because he was a Falun Gong practitioner.

The director of the Taixi Police Station, Gong Guoquan, once handcuffed Mr. Zou to an iron chair. The director beat him with the sole of his shoe, causing his head to bleed and swell to twice its size, beyond the point of recognition. He was unconscious for more than 20 minutes.

In July of 2000, Mr. Zou was sent to the Qingdao City Labor Camp. He was later transferred to the Wangxun Labor Camp in Zibo City at the end of September 2000. On the morning of November 3, 2000, policemen took Mr. Zou into an interrogation room, stripped him of clothes and batons, and killed him within two hours. Rongfa lost her father.

After the death of Mr. Zou, the police kept harassing and closely watching Rongfa’s mother, Zhang Yunhe. In February 2002, the police arrested her and took her to the Daohan Detention Center in Qingdao City. The police refused to release any information about her to her family. Zou Rongfa was thus separated from her mother.

Rongfa had to stay with her grandmother, who was over 60 years old. However, her grandmother became ill and died in August 2001 from the pain of losing her son-in-law and being separated from her granddaughter.

Rongfa has lost her father, her mother, and her grandmother, the three people she loved the most. Whenever she misses her grandmother, she starts screaming, “I don’t want to lose Mommy...”

Parents Sentenced to Labor Camp; Son Dies When Left Alone at Home

Yo Quanfu and his wife, employees of Hengda Pharmaceutical Factory of Pengzho City, Sichuan Province, were sentenced to forced-labor camps in February 2000 because they practiced Falun Gong. While they were imprisoned, no provision was made for their four-year-old son, who was left at home with no adult supervision. The child soon died as a result of an accident. This is just one of many cases in which families have been broken apart as parents are arrested and their children left to fend for themselves.

Teenage Girl Brutally Tortured

In August 2000, Han Tianzhi, a 15-year-old girl who practised Falun Gong was called in by police for questioning, which lasted for four hours. Her screaming could be heard all afternoon. Police tortured her with an electric baton to force her to renounce her belief in Falun Gong. They refused to stop when she told them, “I am still a minor, and am protected by the law for the Protection of Minors. You are violating the law.” And when she asked one officer if he used electric shocks on his own daughter, he ignored her question.

Forced Late-Term Abortion – a personal account

Both my husband and I were illegally arrested in Beijing because we went to appeal to the government to stop persecuting Falun Gong. After we were escorted back to our hometown, my husband was immediately sent to a detention center. Because I was seven months pregnant, they forced me to have an abortion. I was taken to a hospital against my will. In the hospital, several people forcibly held me down and performed an abortion procedure on me without even informing my family. When my family got to the hospital, it was too late, and the forced abortion had taken effect. After receiving the injection to abort my pregnancy, my unborn baby struggled in my womb for over forty hours before giving up life.

While giving birth to a dead baby, I suffered terrible pain and fainted in and out of consciousness. My mother cried while holding me tightly. I didn’t remember how many times I passed out. My mother always said that when one adult was imprisoned for practicing Falun Gong, the practitioner’s child would be sent to an orphanage instead of being left with the other parent.

Female Graduate Student Raped by Police in Public

Ms. Wei Xinyan, a 28-year-old graduate student earning a master’s degree in high-voltage power transmission was arrested on May 11, 2003. The authorities suspected her of sending off balloons carrying attached banners with Falun Gong messages at the Chongqing University campus in honor of World Falun Dafa Day (May 13).

On the evening of May 13, police took the young woman to a room in the Bainelin Detention Center and ordered two female inmates to strip off all her clothes. Wei Xinyan cried out, “You have no right to treats me this way!” Then a police officer entered the room and pushed Wei Xinyan to the ground, and raped her in front of the two inmates. Wei Xinyan sternly warned the police, “I have seen your police badge number. You won’t get away with this.” After the assault, she started a hunger strike in protest. As a result, detention center authorities forced her, seriously injuring her trachea and esophagus. Unable to speak and on the verge of death, Wei Xinyan was sent to the Southwest Hospital in Chongqing City. Many plain-clothes personnel from the “610 Office” guarded and monitored her day and night so that they could question, follow, and arrest those who went to visit her.

Wei Xinyan’s current whereabouts are unknown. Five Falun Gong practitioners who reported this crime through the Internet were given prison sentences in Chongqing Court. (For details please refer to “Investigation Report on the Rape Case of Graduate Student Wei Xinyan from Chongqing University.”)